Strategy (2019)

Background
ACI is now leading Smart Security.
o In the last 5 years, Smart Security has been successful in identifying innovative solutions,
compiling and communicating best practices, and driving change in the industry.
o At the November 2018 SSMG meeting, it was decided that the group needed to develop a
statement of purpose and value proposition for Smart Security and the SSMG.
o In November it was announced that IATA would no longer be a co-sponsor of Smart Security
and on 1 January 2019, ACI took the lead.

External Factors

Wide scope

Smart Security’s Environment
o Aviation environment: fast traffic growth is
putting pressure on airports
o Airport environment: variety of operating
models, different capabilities to introduce
advanced innovation

o Threat environment: continuously evolving
threats, some of which require immediate
response
o AVSEC community environment: other groups
also focus on aviation screening innovation,
but with different scopes, feasibility mindsets
and timelines:
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Way forward
To leverage its strengths and environment, the strategic
review is based on the following principles:
1

• Continue to focus on passenger and cabin baggage
screening (not limited to checkpoint)

2

• Continue to update existing guidance and develop
shorter Information Papers

3

• Further develop long-term vision of screening and
differentiation concepts

4

• Leverage other groups’ strengths where appropriate

5

• Leverage ACI membership to share best practices;
develop innovation best practices for smaller airports

Smart Security Program Objectives
Smart Security is an initiative of
Airports Council International (ACI) in
collaboration with airports, airlines
and governmental agencies.
Its main objective is to create a step
change in passenger and cabin
baggage screening, driving innovation
in the face of ever-growing passenger
numbers, escalating security costs
and constantly evolving threats.
This will lead to increased operational
efficiency, improved passenger
experience and enhanced security.

Strategy
Smart Security envisions a future where passengers are screened seamlessly, where security is strengthened and where
airport facilities and operations are optimized

1. Defining the future of passenger
and cabin baggage screening

2. Identifying near-term solutions
and wider applications

which includes:
• Ideation and future state
• Researching advanced technologies /
processes and encouraging R&D
• Focus on sustainability
• Identification of regulatory impacts

which includes:
• Advanced screening technologies
• Process innovations
• Risk-based concepts including
differentiation
• Low-tech, low-cost solutions that can
apply to all airports

3. Promoting Smart Security
concepts and solutions to a wide
audience
which includes:
• Sharing guidance
• Communicating on successes and
lessons learned
• Assessments
• Collaborating with regulatory bodies
• Maintaining Smart Security brand

2040 Vision

SSMG information sharing

Information Papers

Workshop

Passenger differentiation WG

Training and e-Learning

ACBS research and sharing

Airport assessments

Information repository

Digital / web / social media

Outputs

Pillars

We will achieve this by:

By SSMG
With partners

January 2019

Differentiation regulatory aspects

SSMG Value Proposition
The SSMG is unique because:
o It is a small internationally-represented group of airports, airlines and
government organizations.
o It is cutting-edge, agile and unconstrained.
o It is focused exclusively on passenger and cabin baggage screening.

o Members tend to be early adopters and enablers of new technologies and
processes and are therefore well-positioned to provide guidance and share
lessons learned.

This is just the beginning.
Work with us to deliver the future.
smartsecurity@aci.aero

